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Abstract

In a broad sense, agriculture is part of the creative culture industry. Through the concept of verification of the Creative Culture Industry Development Law, this study discusses the core issues that must be paid attention to when promoting the agricultural cultural and creative industries to achieve the lack of economic benefits. This study reviews the definition of cultural and creative industries and the focus of Taiwan’s original culture industry development law and proposes a new concept of an agricultural complex. The concept of an agricultural complex also echoes the urban complex and the tourism complex. Finally, this study proposes conclusions and recommendations for the creative agriculture complex from the two directions of agricultural resource and technology integration.
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1. Introduction

Agriculture is part of the creative culture industry. When promoting the cultural and creative industries, we must introduce the so-called core issues, so as not to cause only the appearance of the table, challenging to play, the gap in output
value, lack of economic benefits [1]. Therefore, if defined in a broad sense, that is, “the whole picture of human life” defined by anthropology, or “culture is life”, then all industries must be included in the scope of the cultural industry, but such definition is still not clear enough complete.

The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization divides the cultural and creative industries into three categories: cultural products, cultural services, and intellectual property rights. Therefore, the definitions of cultural and creative industries in different countries, as well as the types and contents of industries developed, are slightly different from each other, but the concepts of cultural and creative industries are similar in general, and they are not included in the scope [2]. Therefore, everything comes from the accumulation of culture or creativity, and through the formation and use of intellectual property, it has an industry that creates economic value and employment opportunities and enhances the overall life and environment. It is called the cultural and creative industry.

From the perspective of agricultural products, John Howkin, the father of the creative economy, points out that the industries within the scope of intellectual property law protection are creative industries. He believes that agriculture is primarily dependent on intellectual property and its products are creative products [3]. The application and integration of cultural and creative industries in agriculture have made creative agriculture. This study is based on the law for the development of the cultural and creative industries in Taiwan, trying to explore a new concept of creative agriculture complex. From the two directions of resource and technology integration, this paper puts forward the conclusions and recommendations of this research for creative agriculture complex.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Definition of Cultural and Creative Industries

The final product of the cultural industry is the domain of “text”, that is, it is pluralistic and can be interpreted or interpreted by anyone [4]. Just as people will design uniforms related to their occupations because of their different occupations, they will design visual and visual images related to the industry due to different formats, and they will also arrange live venues due to different functions. The goal and purpose are not just for a specific meaning, but for appealing to its industrial value and function [5].

Any food, clothing, housing, transportation, education, music, and other industries in our life are possessed some of the characteristics of the cultural industry, only because of the unknown and different phenomenon of the cultural industry boundary [6]. As a result, countries around the world have different names for cultural industries, such as “creative industries,” “cultural and creative industries,” “cultural industries,” and “cultures.” Because of the different policies, nationalities and development strategies of different countries, they all have their positioning and name strategies. Therefore, there is no specific standard
model, and some have different goals and application strategies [7].

However, if the cultural industry is defined as “an industry that uses culture to create wealth,” it will appear narrow and discomfort, because the cultural industry initially relies on culture to create economic value, but the use of culture to create economic value is not necessarily the only culture. Industry alone, other industries can also create this [8]. The Ministry of Culture of China interprets the cultural industry as an industry that originates from the accumulation of culture or creativity and has intellectual property potential and creates wealth to promote the overall living environment [9].

Besides, according to the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization, creativity is an essential part of cultural orientation so that it can be expressed in different forms. The general understanding of the cultural industry, most of the limitations are those intangible or cultural-based projects and content, and through the creation, production and commercial integration of the industry [10]. Therefore, the cultural and creative industries can also be regarded as creative industries, oriented industries, content industries, living industries, and art industries, because the cultural and creative industries are involved in a wide range. From these foundations can also be extended to architecture, landscape, vision, performance, art, sports, education, music, advertising, tourism, products, and activities.

2.2. The Core Concept of the Law the Development of the Cultural and Creative Industries in Taiwan

Taiwan’s Law for the Development of the Cultural and Creative Industries was established in 2010 by the Ministry of Culture. This Act is enacted to foster the development of Cultural and Creative Industries, to establish a social environment with abundant culture and creativity, to utilize the technology and create researches and developments, to strengthen talent cultivation of the Cultural and Creative Industries, and to actively exploit the domestic and overseas market [11]. The development of Cultural and Creative Industries shall proceed according to the provisions in this Act. If there exist more favorable provisions than the content of this Act, the said provisions shall apply.

To promote the Cultural and Creative Industries, the Government shall strengthen artistic creation and cultural preservation, reinforce the combination of culture and technology, emphasize on a balanced development between cities, counties and regions, value local characteristics, elevate the citizens’ capacity for cultural appreciation, and enhance the popularity of cultural art so to comply with the international trends [12]. The “Cultural and Creative Industries” referred to in this Act means the following industries that originate from creativity or accumulation of culture which through the formation and application of intellectual properties, possess potential capacities to create wealth and job opportunities, enhance the citizens “capacity for arts, and elevate the citizens” living environment [13].
To promote the development of the cultural and creative industry, the Government shall contribute to establishing the Cultural and Creative Industry Development and Research Institute. The establishment rule thereof is to be stipulated otherwise. The Government shall endeavor to develop Cultural and Creative Industries, and secure the relevant and necessary funds [14]. To nurture cultural and creative enterprise talents, the Government shall fully exploit and exercise the human resource of cultural creativities, integrate varieties of teaching and research resource, and encourage Cultural and Creative Industries to proceed with cooperation on research and talent cultivation between industries, government, and academia. The Government may assist local governments, colleges, and Cultural and Creative Enterprises to enrich cultural and creative talents, encourage the establishment of an appropriate developmental facility in respect of Cultural and Creative Industries, establish related courses, or proceed with original experiments, creations, exhibitions, and performances [15]. Based on Taiwan’s Law for the Development of the Cultural and Creative Industries, this study will propose a new concept of creative agriculture complex.

3. Analysis of Creative Agriculture from the Creative Culture Laws

The cultural industry refers to “companies that derive their development momentum from individual creativity, technology, and talent, as well as those that create pre-existing wealth and employment opportunities through the development of intellectual property rights”. The cultural and creative industries are closely related to the cultural industry and the creative industry season, and they are different from each other. It also emphasizes cultural and creative. To put it simply, it is to integrate the originality and variability of knowledge into a culture with rich connotations, so that it can be combined with economic activities to exert the functions of the industry. Therefore, cultural creativity is a process in which knowledge and intelligence evolve into specific wealth. It has three characteristics: first, the use of some form of individual “creative” in the production process; second, the symbolic production of unique creativity and the consumption of physical entities; third, the marketing of products has intellectual property rights.

The original point of thinking about the creative agriculture complex is the road to development in rural Taiwan. A significant problem in Taiwanese society is urban and rural issues. The gap between urban and rural areas is not only a material gap but also a cultural gap. The primary way to resolve the gap is to develop the economy, and the main path to economic development is driven by industry. Then, in rural society, what kind of industry can and needs to be developed? In a particular category, after the township industrial model in the era of rapid industrialization, there are not many industrial choices that can be developed in rural areas. Only the two main choices of modern agriculture and tourism are more common. Here, we do not deny that there are other industrial
conditions with characteristics in a few places, such as technology, processing industry, trade, etc., but we are discussing a universal industry here. The added value brought about by agricultural development is limited and is not sufficient to cover the cost of rural modernization. The leading consumer of tourism is urban people, and its added value is significant. Therefore, tourism can be used as a driving industry choice to drive the development of rural social economy and to some extent bridge the gap between urban and rural areas.

In this process, we must focus on solving rural problems with urban factors. The solution to the material level gap is to create public consumption for urban people. An effective way to solve cultural differences is urban-rural interaction. The most direct way to interact with urban and rural areas is to “mix” urban and rural people in space and intertwine themselves in behavior. We understand that the “urbanization of people” is not to go upstairs or to be a city person, nor to solve the problem of identity treatment is urban people, culture can be bridged, is the urbanization of people. Then, the most effective way is the urban-rural interaction.

The beautiful towns of Europe, America, and Japan have experienced a hundred years of growth. Taiwan's rural modernization, under the current material and the rural areas themselves develop cultural reality gap [16]. To present a good development situation, there are significant limitations. Because it can’t automatically have good development factors such as talents, funds, and organizational models, we have seen a lot of rural societies in the process of disorder, powerlessness, and decentralization. From our current environment, we advocate trying to go through this process with an appropriate methodology. In the current environment, it takes ten or eight years or more to give enterprises and financial institutions the opportunity to participate, and to unite the government and villagers’ organizations to participate in the development of rural economic and social development in the form of overall planning, development, and operation [17].

The creative agriculture complex and the agricultural tourism complex planning are useful supplements to the urban-rural integrated planning system. It is one of the new urbanization development paths and an important starting point. It is the central planning and designs of agricultural and rural development and urban-rural integration.

4. Construction of Creative Agriculture Complex

The creative agriculture complex is a concept corresponding to the urban complex and the tourism complex. It creates a harmonious and co-prosperous and sustainable development between man and nature, through the organic combination of production, life, ecology and agriculture, processing industry and service industry [18]. Coexist with associations to achieve complex functions such as ecological agriculture, leisure tourism, and rural residence. Since the implementation of the China Tourism Law in 2013, after years of development, Chi-
na’s leisure agriculture has formed many leisure agricultural brands with local characteristics and certain cultural influences [19]. Many related raw materials come from agricultural products, which promote the development of local leisure agriculture [20].

First of all, the planning of the creative agriculture complex and the agricultural tourism complex, from the perspective of planning content, emphasizes the development of modern agricultural industry, is based on the joint construction of agricultural science and technology and agricultural, industrial chain, promotes the integration and development of the first, second and third generations; It is one of the main ways to focus on the development of ecological civilization; it is to promote the income of farmers in suburban areas and contiguous rural areas, and it is the primary way to strengthen the collective economy. Form urban and rural planning, integration and linkage development, for example, in the planning and design of urban and rural-urban and rural planning and design—the hospital emphasizes the rational construction of the agricultural industry development system, highlights the agricultural multi-functional innovation operation path, promotes the development of the internal production industry cluster, promotes rural characteristics The town’s overall planning.

Secondly, the focus of the creative agriculture complex planning: more large emphasis on leading agricultural industry development, ecological environment construction, rural agricultural community construction and rural collective economy, villagers’ joint participation and employment income increase integration planning. The focus of the agricultural tourism complex planning: more emphasis on the overlay of the agricultural industry, the continuous construction of agricultural tourism, the emphasis on the innovation and operation of multi-functional agricultural development, and the critical development mode of enhancing the added value of the agricultural industry. Urban and rural planning should be based on the market. The integration of regional resources and development will provide urban and rural residents with the main functions of leisure tourism education.

Therefore, the planning of the creative agriculture complex and the agricultural tourism complex should coordinate urban and rural development in the planning and preparation, and innovate the urban and rural integration operation path. It should strengthen the construction of agriculture and industrial systems, and enhance the kinetic energy of agricultural science and technology leading and sustainable development.

It is an idyllic style for romantic living consumption in the fast urbanization wave. The value lies in the comprehensive, which makes agriculture become a tourism and low consumption value so that the tourism industry is pinned on the consumption of the countryside, and the countryside becomes a human being. Based on Taiwan’s “Cultural and Creative Industry Development Law,” this study first proposed “Creative Agriculture Complex,” which is a new sustainable model, new form and rural integration. Based on the Foundation on Taiwan’s
Law for the Development of the Cultural and Creative Industries, this study is the first to propose a “creative agriculture complex,” which is a sustainable new model, a new format, and a rural integration. The reform of the side structure must converge with the development of the first, second and third industries.

The creative agriculture complex integrates the three industries of modern agriculture, leisure tourism, and residential community into a forward-looking, comprehensive development model. Agriculture should build a modern characteristic agricultural production industry network, leisure agriculture and CSA (community support agriculture): the leisure tourism industry should create a Wenlu holiday product that conforms to the pastoral landscape, and consider the function of the scenic area, the model, space, and the integration. The content of the tropical characteristic cultural life; the property industry should be built according to the village texture with several business plans, and it is necessary to attach management and service functions to create a new community. The creative agriculture complex will focus on agricultural landscape, agricultural and sideline products, farming activities, agricultural technology, and rural life. In combination with the strong demand of urban residents for healthy living and children's education, cultural creativity is combined with agricultural production, agricultural product processing, and packaging, leisure, and entertainment, etc., and the multiplier effect of industrial value is promoted by culture. The centralized planning, unified construction, unified management, and decentralized management principles in the theory of seasonal purchasing of tourism and tourism complexes are also applicable to the creative agriculture complex. The construction of creative agriculture complex conforms to the market demand and leisure industry of Hainan to create a global tourism demonstrator. The construction of the creative agriculture complex not only satisfies the market demand of Taiwan’s leisure industry, but also creates a development trend of global tourism demonstration sites.

5. Conclusions and Discussion

Based on Taiwan’s Law for the Development of the Cultural and Creative Industries, a pilot project for the construction of a creative agricultural complex can be constructed. The overall tourism concept of the creative agriculture complex originates from life and culture. If rural township construction has its characteristics, it must focus on excavating Taiwan’s local culture, history and culture, traditional culture, and fashion culture. Culture is the soul of tourism. Taiwan constructs a global tourism creative agriculture complex cultural and creative industry, which can explore the integration path of the two from the perspective of resources and technology.

From the perspective of the integration of agricultural resources, culture and creativity are the primary resources for the construction of creative agriculture complex. The tropical countryside has many cultural relics and cultural landscapes, and the famous ancient culture and revolutionary culture with Taiwan
characteristics, such as commemorating the ancestral home of celebrities. There are also historical sites such as historical monuments in Taiwan. The cultural and creative industries are closely related to ethnic folklore, historic sites, and architectural blocks. They have a natural connection with history. The “tropical agricultural history” is the primary source of cultural and creative industries. These are the primary resources for the development of creative agriculture complex industry. The fusion of objects, the resulting rural tourism or pastoral creativity is an essential part of leisure tourists’ meaning consumption and material consumption. At the same time, these cultural and creative elements and cultural and creative industries have increased their popularity and influence because of the participation of tourism. The output value and income play a role in further promoting the protection and development of cultural resources.

From the perspective of technology integration, elements such as creativity and information technology are the core means for the innovation of tourism development in the rural tourism complex. The combination of technical means and modern agriculture can create a modern characteristic agricultural production industrial park, urban leisure agriculture, community support agriculture, and other micro-agricultural landscapes; the homestay industry that integrates technical means will be able to create a traditional look and feel with the village texture. Modern, convenient and comfortable living conditions, with intelligent management and service functions attached; technical resources integrated into tourism product design, research and development, production, marketing, sales, and after-sales services will change product types, production processes, and operation methods. Realize industrial transformation and upgrading, and promote the diversified development of the industry.

The development of “creative agriculture complex” is a process. It is necessary to form a “creative agricultural complex” with clear internal functional divisions, general improvement of infrastructure, effective management of the rural ecological environment, and inheritance of rural civilizations from generation to generation, usually taking years or even decades. This requires planning first and more financial support. The development model of “creative agriculture complex” has also provided a broader stage for the development of rural financial institutions.

Financial support “creative agriculture complex”, on the one hand, can gradually expand the scale and coverage of rural financial services according to the needs of the new planning and complex financial services, accelerate the innovation of rural financial service models, comprehensively improve the level of rural financial services, and accelerate the establishment of A modern rural financial system with multiple levels, wide coverage, sustainability, moderate competition, and risk control. At the same time, we will promote the establishment of specialized institutions for banking institutions to serve the rural revitalization strategy, concentrate specialized manpower and resources, and improve the professionalism of the “three rural” business; and play the role of the govern-
ment-supported financing guarantee institution to improve the “three”. The credit information service of the “Agriculture” enterprise, through the cooperation of financial institutions such as banks and insurance companies, establishes a risk-sharing and compensation mechanism for secured loans; in terms of payment and settlement, it develops mobile payment and online payment suitable for rural “scattered” distribution characteristics. Wait. You can also use the Internet, cloud computing, big data, and other technical means to optimize the business approval process and improve the efficiency of credit delivery.

On the other hand, financial support can start from the “point” of the “creative agriculture complex.” For example, some rural areas are suitable for the development of modern fisheries, and financial support can begin with the construction of the “points” of the “creative agriculture complex”—the fishing museum or the fishing culture hall. The fishery can not only develop itself into an elaborate integrating fishing culture display, sales, catering, etc., allowing visitors to come to the fishing hall to learn the knowledge of fishing, to watch the fish pond landscape, to buy fishing gear, and to bring back the fish that they like to eat. Products, directly purchase fresh fish on-site processing, can also extend up and down, stimulating the development of upstream and downstream industries. By supporting the fishing halls, finance can promote the development of local fisheries and benefit both upstream and downstream enterprises such as fish farmers, fish feed manufacturers and deep processing of fish products.

Similarly, some places are suitable for flower planting. Finance can first support the sightseeing spot and then support the supporting facilities such as health care, conferences, adult development training, etc., forming a combination of flower display, viewing, sales, leisure, and dining. Re-recognize and discover rural values through rural revitalization.
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